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Beneficiaries and Outputs
The direct beneficiaries of the
project are the trainers who work
with vulnerable adults (migrants,
unemployed, etc…) and the
managers of the training centers.
The indirect beneficiaries will be
training
participants,
local
authorities, and training centers.
The project will develop two
Intellectual Outputs:
• a blended course intended
for trainers, integrated with
a tools bank useful for
building one's own lessons
and programs;
• a digital handbook to
promote
teaching
strategies and digital tools
for teaching.

MAP website is online!
Have you visited our website www.mapproject.eu?
If you haven’t, we strongly recommend doing so, it contains several useful
tools for your training activity!
In the “Train” section you will find a course about how to blend your
educational programs. It consists in five modules about different issues
related to teaching: trainer’s confidence and skills, review of learning content,
use of digital tools (both software and hardware) and planning a training
session.
In the “Visual material” section we uploaded some articles written by the
partners about the course’s module they worked on. Articles are both research
material and previews of the course mentioned above. We will keep on
updating this section until the end of the project with new contributions.
“Tool bank” and “Digital handbook” sections are blank because we are still
working on their contents.
For an optimal experience we recommend that you visit the website in English.
Translations in Bulgarian, German, Italian, Turkish and Spanish are not
available yet for all contents, but they will soon.
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Online Learning, Teaching,
Training Activity
Fabruary 9th – 11th, 2022
In the previous newsletter we wrote about the three-day Learning,
Teaching, Training Activity for trainers, teachers, and education
managers that took place at the end of January in Sofia (Bulgaria).
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Due to the pandemic, only some members of the partnership could
attend it in person, so an online activity was organized from 9th to 11th
February to allow those who couldn’t to be trained.
Participants from Les Cultures, Wisamar and Usak University attended
the online LTTA, where they were updated on the digital skills applied
to teaching and the strategies for motivating and involving vulnerable
adult students.
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Getting ready for Leipzig!
Online meeting, 7th June 2022

mapprojecteu@gmail.com

On 7th June the partnership met online.

www.mapproject.eu

We went through the work done so far in the frame of the third Intellectual
Output of the project, that aims at realizing a digital handbook on online and
offline promotional strategies of educational offers for adult educators and
educational managers.
DomSpain has worked at the layout of this important tool, that will be
available on our website in English in few weeks and by September in all
partners’ languages.
Also, actions for the dissemination of the project have been discussed. We
agreed on keeping on writing articles about the contents of the training
module to enrich the visual materials section of the website.
The last part of the meeting was dedicated to the organization of the next
and last transnational project meeting.
It will take place on 18th-19th October 2022 in Leipzig, where partners will be
hosted by the German partner Wisamar.

